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We compute the gravity waves induced by anisotropic stresses of stochastic primordial magnetic
elds. The nucleosynthesis bound on gravity waves is then used to derive a limit on the magnetic
eld amplitude as function of the spectral index. The obtained limits are extraordinarily strong:
If the primordial magnetic eld is produced by a causal process, leading to a spectral index n  2
on super horizon scales, galactic magnetic elds produced at the electroweak phase transition or
earlier have to be weaker than Bλ  10−27Gauss! If they are induced during an inflationary phase
(reheating temperature T  1015GeV) with a spectral index n  0, the magnetic eld has to be
weaker than Bλ  10−39Gauss! Only very red magnetic eld spectra, n  −3 are not strongly
constrained. We also nd that a considerable amount of the magnetic eld energy is converted into
gravity waves.
The gravity wave limit derived in this work rules out most of the proposed processes for primordial
seeds for the large scale coherent magnetic elds observed in galaxies and clusters.
PACS Numbers : 98.80.Cq, 98.70.Vc, 98.80.Hw
I. INTRODUCTION
Our galaxy, like most other spiral galaxies is perme-
ated by a magnetic eld of the order of B  10−6Gauss
with a coherence length of about   10kpc. Re-
cently, similar magnetic elds have also been observed
in clusters of galaxies with coherence scales of up to
  0:1Mpc [1,2]. There is an ongoing debate whether
such elds can have been produced by charge separa-
tion processes during galaxy and cluster formation [3]
or whether primordial seed elds are needed which have
then been amplied later by simple adiabatic contraction
or by a dynamo mechanism. In the rst case, seed elds
of B  10−9Gauss are needed while in the second case
B  10−20 [3] or even 10−30Gauss in a universe with
low mass density [4] suce. Several mechanisms have
been proposed for the origin of such seed elds, ranging
from inflationary production of magnetic elds [5,6] to
cosmological phase transitions [7].
Primordial magnetic elds have been constrained in
the past in various ways mainly by using their eect on
anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background [8{13].
In these works constant magnetic elds and stochastic
elds with red spectra n  −3 [13] have been consid-
ered and the limits obtained where of the order of a
few10−9Gauss. A simple order of magnitude estimate
shows that from the CMB alone one cannot expect to
constrain magnetic elds much further: The energy den-




 10−5Ωγ(B=10−8Gauss)2 ; (1)
where Ωγ is the density parameter in photons. We
naively expect a magnetic eld of 10−8Gauss to induce
perturbations in the CMB on the order of 10−5, which
are just on the level of the observed CMB anisotropies. It
is thus expected that CMB anisotropies cannot constrain
primordial magnetic elds to better than, say a tenth of
this amplitude.
In this work we show that the gravity waves induced
by primordial magnetic elds lead to much stronger con-
straints, especially for spectral indices n > −3. This is
due to the fact that the gravity wave spectrum induced
by stochastic magnetic elds is always blue (except for
n = −3 where it is scale invariant) and thus leads to
stronger constraints on small scales than on the large
scales probed by CMB anisotropies.
The eects of a constant magnetic eld on gravity wave
evolution and production have been studied in [14]. Here
we concentrate of the production of gravity waves, but
consider a stochastic magnetic eld.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
In the next section we dene the initial magnetic eld
spectrum and its evolution in time and we determine the
magnetic stress tensor which sources gravity waves. In
section 3 we calculate the induced gravity wave spectrum
and estimate the eect of back-reaction. In section 4 we
derive limits on the primordial magnetic eld using the
nucleosynthesis limit on gravity waves and discuss our
conclusions.
We use conformal time which we denote by ; the scale
factor is a(). Derivatives w.r.t conformal time are de-
noted by an over-dot, dad = _a. Greek indices run from
0 to 3, Latin ones from 1 to 3. Spatial (3d) vectors are
denoted in bold. The value of the scale factor today is
normalized to a(0) = 1. We assume a spatially flat uni-
verse throughout.
II. PRIMORDIAL STOCHASTIC MAGNETIC
FIELDS
In this section we closely follow Ref. [13]. During the
evolution of the universe, the conductivity of the inter
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galactic medium is eectively innite. We can decouple
the time evolution from the spatial structure: B scales
like B2(;x) = B20(x)=a4 on suciently large scales. (In
our coordinate basis Bi / 1=a and Bi / a−3 as can
be derived easily from Maxwell’s equations in curved
spacetime with vanishing electric eld, see e.g. [15]). On
smaller scales the interaction of the magnetic eld with
the cosmic plasma becomes important leading mainly to
two eects: on intermediate scales, the eld oscillates like
cos(vAk), where vA = B2=(4( + p))1=2 is the Alfven
velocity, and on small scales, the eld is exponentially
damped due to shear viscosity [16,17]. We will take into
account the time dependent damping scale as a time de-
pendent cuto kd() in the spectrum of B0. As we shall
see, our constraints come from very small scales where
the spectrum is exponentially damped and oscillations
can be ignored. We therefore disregard them in what
follows.
To determine the cuto function kd(), we use the re-
sults found in [17]. We split the magnetic eld into a high
frequency and a low frequency component, separated by
the Alfven scale, A = vA, where the Alfven veloc-
ity depends on the low frequency component: hB2Ai =
hB0i(x)Bi0(x)ijA [13]. The amplitude of the high fre-
quency component then obeys a damped harmonic oscil-
lator equation, with damping coecient, D(), depend-
ing on time and on the mean free path of the dius-
ing particles giving rise to viscosity. In the oscillatory
regime, we dene the damping scale at each time  to be
the scale at which one e-fold of damping has occurred:R 
0
D
2 d = 1. Damping by photon viscosity acts until
 ’ 105 sec, leading to kd() = 1:75  1010−3=2 sec1=2;
at later times modes are mainly damped by neutrinos vis-
cosity, with cuto function kd() = 4  1015−5=2sec3=2.
For more details see [18].
We model B0(x) as a statistically homogeneous and
isotropic random eld. The transversal nature of B then
leads to
hBi(k)Bj(q)i = 3(k− q)(ij − k^ik^j)B2(k) : (2)
We use the Fourier transform conventions
Bj(k) =
Z





d3k exp(−ix  k)Bj(k) ;
and k^ = k=k, k =
pP
i(ki)2. If B is generated by some
causal mechanism, it is uncorrelated on super horizon
scales,
hBi(x; )Bj(x0; )i = 0 for jx− x0j > 2 : (3)
Here it is important that the universe is in a stage of stan-
dard Friedmann expansion, so that the comoving causal
horizon size is about . During an inflationary phase
the causal horizon diverges and our subsequent argument
does not apply. In this somewhat misleading sense, one
calls inflationary perturbations ’a-causal’.
According to Eq. (3), hBi(x; )Bj(x0; )i is a function
with compact support and hence its Fourier transform is
analytic. The function
hBi(k)Bj(k)i  (ij − k^ik^j)B2(k) (4)
is analytic in k. If we assume also that B2(k) can be
approximated by a simple power law, we must conclude
that B2(k) / kn, where n  2 is a even integer. (A
white noise spectrum, n = 0 does not work because of
the transversality condition which has led to the non-
analytic pre-factor ij− k^ik^j .) By causality, there can be
no deviations of this law on scales larger than the horizon
size at formation, in.
We assume that the probability distribution function
of B0 is Gaussian; although this is not the most general
random eld, it greatly simplies calculations and gives
us a good idea of what to expect in a more general case.
The anisotropic stresses induced are given by the con-
volution of the magnetic eld,












where we have re-introduced the factor 1=a6 to transform
the present eld Bi(k) = Bi(k; 0) back to the physical
eld Bi(k; ) = Bi(k)=a3. With the use of the projection
operator, Pij = ij − k^ik^j , we can extract the tensor
component of Eq. (5),
ij = (P iaP
j
b − (1=2)P ijPab)ab ; (6)
tracelessness, orthogonality and symmetry force the cor-
relation function to be of the form
hij(k; )lm(k0; )i = j(k; )j2=a12Mijlm(k− k0)
hij(k; )ij(k0; )i = 4
a8
j(k; )j2(k − k0); (7)
were we make use of the tensor basis, M: The correlator
of an isotropic symmetric tensor component always has
the following structure,
Mijlm(k) = iljm + imjl − ijlm + k−2(ijklkm +
lmkikj − ilkjkm − imklkj − jlkikm
−jmklki) + k−4kikjklkm : (8)
We now determine the function j(k; )j2 in terms of the






The problem reduces itself to calculating self convolu-
tions of the magnetic eld. The power spectrum of
Eq. (5) is







Bi(q)Bj(k− q)− (1=3)ijBn(q)Bn(k− q)

Bl(p)Bm(k− p0)− (1=3)lmBr(p)Br (k0 − p)

: (10)










(il − q^iq^l)(jm − d(k− q)j d(k− q)m) +
(im − q^iq^m)(jl − d(k− q)j d(k − q)l) : (11)
Using Eqs. (6,7) and Bj (k) = Bj(−k), this leads after





d3qB2(q)B2(jk− qj)(1 + 2γ2 + γ22) ;
(12)
with γ = kˆ  qˆ and  = kˆ  dk− q.
To continue, we have to specify B2(k). For simplic-
ity we assume a simple power law with cuto kc which
can depend on time. Clearly kc()  kd(). Motivated
from the inflationary magnetic eld production we choose
kc(in)  1=in, the primordial magnetic eld is coherent
up to the horizon size at formation. For magnetic elds
produced during the electroweak phase transition the ’co-
herence scale’ is substantially smaller [19], kc(in) 
1=in which would strengthen our limit as we shall see.
Since it is unphysical to assume kc(in) < 1=in, our
assumption is conservative. Hence we set
kc() = min(1=in; kd()) :
The rst important fact to keep in mind is that this cuto
scale is always much smaller than the horizon scale. We










n for k < kc
0 otherwise
(13)











d3r exp(−r2=22) = 3(2)3=2 is the nor-
malization volume. (We have assumed that the cut-
o scale is smaller than .) We will nally x  =
0:1h−1Mpc, the largest scale on which coherent magnetic
elds have been observed; but the scaling of our results
with  will remain obvious.
The energy density in the magnetic eld at some ar-
bitrary scale ‘ is  B2‘  B2(k)k3jk=1=‘ / ‘−(n+3). In
order not to over-produce long range coherent elds, we
must require n  −3. For n = −3 we obtain a scale
invariant magnetic eld energy spectrum.
Using Eqs. (13) and (12) we can calculate f . The inte-
gral cannot be computed analytically, but the following
result is a good approximation for all wave numbers k [13]
f2(k; ) ’ A

kc()2n+3 for n  −3=2









For n > −3=2, the gravity wave source  is white noise
independent of n. Just the amplitude which is propor-
tional to (kc)2n depends on the spectral index. This is
due to the fact that the integral (12) is dominated by
the contributions from the smallest scales k−1c . The in-
duced gravity wave spectrum will therefore be a white
noise spectrum for all n > −3=2.
III. GRAVITY WAVES FROM MAGNETIC
FIELDS
We now proceed to calculate the gravity waves induced
by the magnetic eld stress tensor. The metric element
of the perturbed Friedman universe is given by
ds2 = a2()[d2 − (ij + 2hij)dxidxj ] ;
where hii = 0 and h
j
ik
i = 0 for tensor perturbations. The




_hij + k2hij = 8Ga2ij : (16)
Equation (16) can be solved with the Wronskian
method. In terms of the dimensionless variable x =
k the homogeneous solutions are the spherical Bessel
functions j0 ; y0 in the radiation dominated era, and
j1=x ; y1=x in the matter dominated era respectively. We
assume that the magnetic elds were created in the radi-
ation dominated epoch, at redshift zin. Once the gravity
wave enters the horizon, x > 1, additional production be-
comes negligible and we may match the solution to the
homogeneous solutions.
To proceed, we bring Eq. (16) into a somewhat more
useful form so that we can work with deterministic func-
tions instead of the random variable ij . Since the time
evolution of the magnetic eld spectrum is deterministic,
the magnetic eld source is perfectly coherent. ji (k; )
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evolves in time simply by redshifting and by the evolution
of the cuto. Hence
hji (k; )ij (k0; 0)i =






The factor of 4 reflects the two helicity modes. From the
above it is clear that
h _hij(k; ) _hij(k0; )i = 4_h2(k; )(k − k0) ; (18)




_h + k2h =
8G
a2()
f(k; ) : (19)






The factor 1=a2 comes from the fact that _h denotes the
derivative w.r.t. conformal time. Fourier transforming
























where c = 3H20=(8G) denotes the critical density today
and H0 = 3:2h0  10−18sec−1 is the Hubble parameter,
0:5 < h0 < 0:8.
We rst consider the case n  −3=2 for which f is inde-
pendent of  (see Eq. (15)). The source term in Eq. (19)
is relevant only on super-horizon scales, x < 1. Addi-
tional gravity wave production inside the horizon can be
neglected. We only consider wavelengths which enter the
horizon during the radiation dominated era, 1=k < eq.
Inside the horizon, x  1, a good approximation to the















a()  Ωrad=eq for




Ωrad=H0  1:7 1015sec:
Here eq is conformal time at matter and radiation equal-
ity and Ωrad = 4:2h−20 10−5 is the density parameter of
radiation (the photons and three types of massless neu-
trinos). We have set Ωtot = 1 and we have neglected a
possible cosmological constant which modies the evolu-
tion of the scale factor only at very late times, z < 2 and
therefore is irrelevant for the results presented here.
After horizon crossing, when further production can be
neglected, the energy density in gravity waves of xed co-
moving scale 1=k just scales like radiation and the density
parameter in gravity waves produced by the magnetic











24 log2(xin) ; (24)












12(n + 3) ; (25)
for − 3 < n < −3=2;






















for the magnetic eld density parameter. In the formula
for ΩG we have neglected the logarithmic dependence
log2(xin).
If n > −3=2 the result changes due to the fact that
f now depends on time via kc() = min(1=in; kd()).
Clearly, kd(in) > 1=in by causality. We dene the time
visc to be the moment when the damping scale becomes
smaller than in, kd(visc) = 1=in. From that time on,
the function f decays like a power law,
f2(k; ) / k2n+3d / f2(k; in)(visc=)(2n+3) ;
where  is a positive power describing the growth of the
viscosity scale. Hence the source term starts decaying
faster than 1=a2, and the additional gravity wave pro-
duction after visc is sub-dominant. We neglect it in our
attempt to derive an upper limit for primordial magnetic
elds. For n > −3=2, Eq. (22) is then simply modied
by − log(xin) ! log(xvisc=xin). Taking also into account
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that up to visc the cuto scale is kc() = 1=in, hence
















8(n + 3)2 ; (29)
for n > −3=2 :
Since we have neglected the logarithms, the nal formula
for gravity wave production is nearly the same for all
values of the spectral index (cf. Eqs. (29) and (25)).
In these formulas back-reaction, namely the decrease
of magnetic eld energy due to the emission of gravity
waves is not included. Therefore Eqs. (24,25) and (28,29)
are reasonable approximations only if ΩG
< ΩB. In the
opposite case, which is realized whenever
ΩB(1=in)
> Ωrad




max(2n + 6; 3)4(n + 3)
; (30)
the magnetic eld energy is fully converted into gravity
waves. In Fig. 1 the values ΩG and ΩB(1=in) as func-
tions of the spectral index are shown for two dierent
choices of the creation time for the primordial magnetic
eld: the electroweak transition, in  4104sec and in-
flation in  8 10−9sec, for a magnetic eld amplitude
B = 10−9 Gauss.
From Fig. 1 we see that ΩG as calculated above domi-
nates over ΩB(1=in) for all spectral indices larger than
−2:9 in the inflationary case and −2:5 for electroweak
magnetic eld production, for an amplitude of B =
10−9Gauss. This is due to the fact that we have neglected
back-reaction which leads to a loss of magnetic eld en-
ergy. Clearly, the magnetic eld cannot convert more
than all its energy into gravity waves. However, in the
situation shown in Fig. 1, it does actually convert most
of its energy into gravity waves before it is dissipated by
plasma viscosity, since gravity wave production happens
before and at horizon crossing while viscosity damping
is active only on scales which are well inside the hori-
zon. When our calculation gives ΩG > ΩB(kc = 1=in)
we can take into account back-reaction by simply setting
ΩG  ΩB(kc = 1=in). We shall use this approximation
for ΩG in what follows.
Fig. 1 also shows that, since the value of the magnetic
eld density parameter at which conversion into gravity
waves is quasi complete is so close to the nucleosythesis
limit, ΩBG(n)h20  1:12 10−6  Ωlimh20, the two curves
ΩGh20 and ΩB(1=in)h
2
0 cross close to Ωlimh
2
0. This means
that the gravity wave limit for magnetic elds is very
close to the limit obtained by setting ΩG = ΩB(1=in).




0 as functions of
the spectral index n for two dierent times of primordial
magnetic eld creation: the electroweak transition ( ΩGh
2
0
dash-dotted, blue and ΩB(1/ηin)h
2
0 short-dashed, red), and
inflation ( ΩGh
2 dotted, blue and ΩB(1/ηin)h
2
0 long-dashed,
red) for Bλ = 10
−9Gauss. The nucleosynthesis limit,
Ωh20 < 1.1  10−6 is also indicated [20].
On scales for which the contribution to the magnetic






gravity wave production is the most ecient mechanism
to damp primordial magnetic elds and can actually
damp the eld completely. This can be seen as follows:
gravity wave production takes place until ij , the tensor
component of the magnetic eld stress tensor, vanishes.
But then f2(k) = 0 which implies according to Eq. (12)
B2(q)B2(jk− qj) = 0 for all 0  q  kc:
The quadratic nature of the coupling of B to gravity
waves actually damps the magnetic eld energy at least
on all wave numbers q > klim=2, where klim is the smallest










= [0:7 10−16(10−20Gauss=B)2] 1n+3
p
2;















for n > −3=2
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During the matter dominated era gravity wave produc-
tion is somewhat less ecient [13].
IV. LIMITS AND CONCLUSIONS
The rst and simplest limit for primordial magnetic
elds produced before nucleosynthesis comes from the
fact that the energy density which they contribute may
not change the expansion law during nucleosynthesis.
This limit can be cast in [20]
ΩB(kc(nuc))h20  1:12 10−6  Ωlimh20 :





















where we have inserted
kd(nuc) ’
p
30T Ωbc=(3nucmpΩradH20 ) ’ 105=nuc ’
6 10−7sec−1 (for details see Refs. [17,13,18]).
Together with the above constraint this gives already
an interesting limit on primordial magnetic elds with
spectral indices n > −2, as shown in Fig. 2 (solid line).
For causal mechanisms of seed eld production, n  2, it
even implies B < 10−22Gauss.
FIG. 2. We show the nucleosynthesis limit on Bλ (black,
solid) as function of the spectral index, n together with the
limit from gravity waves if the primordial eld is produced
at the electroweak transition (red, short-dashed) or during
inflation (blue, long-dashed) for λ = 0.1h−1Mpc’ 1013sec.
Nevertheless, the limit implied from the production
of gravity waves is more stringent, since the gravity
waves have been produced at very early times, when
the magnetic eld damping scale was much smaller than
d(nuc)  1:7 106sec.
Setting ΩG = ΩB(1=in) whenever the result of
Eqs. (25,29) is larger than this limit which is the sim-
plest way to take into account back-reaction, ΩGh20 <
1:1210−6 yields the constraint for primordial magnetic
elds created at in. The result for ΩG becomes larger
than ΩB(−1in ) at the limiting value Ωlim imposed from
nucleosynthesis for all spectral indices





Then the magnetic eld damping due to gravity wave
productions is very important on suciently small scales.
But also for smaller values of the spectral index, n > −3,
we have ΩG  ΩB(1=in) for ΩG  Ωlim and there is still
a considerable amount of magnetic eld damping due to
gravity wave production.
The results for primordial magnetic elds produced at
inflation and at the electroweak scale are shown in Fig. 2
(dashed lines). Primordial magnetic elds produced be-
fore nucleosynthesis are very strongly constrained. The
obtained limit can be approximated by
B=10−9Gauss < 700h0  (in=)(n+3)=2N (n) (32)










The nucleosynthesis bound becomes stronger for smaller
cuto scales, larger kc, according to Eq. (32) it scales like
(kc)−(n+3)=2.
If the seed eld is produced during an inflationary
phase at GUT scale temperatures, where conformal in-
variance can be broken e.g. by the presence of a dilaton,
the induced elds must be smaller than B  10−20Gauss
for n > −2. If seed elds are produced after infla-
tion, their spectrum is constrained by causality. Devi-
ation from a power law with n  2 can only be pro-
duced on sub-horizon scales, k > 1=in. Therefore our
limit obtained by setting B(k) = 0 on sub-horizon scales,
kin > 1, is the most conservative choice consistent with
causality.
Mechanisms which still can produce signicant seed
elds are either ’ordinary’ inflation, if the spectral index
n
< −2 or a late inflationary phase at the electroweak
scale (or even later) where a seed eld with n < 0 can
have amplitudes of B  10−20Gauss.
It is also interesting to note that magnetic elds which
contribute an energy density close to the nucleosynthesis
bound, loose a considerable amount (if not all) of their
energy into gravity waves, which might be detectable.
In fact the space born interferometer approved by the
European Space Agency and NASA, called LISA which
has his most sensitive regime where it can detect Ωgh20 
10−11 around 103Hz 1=weak [20] will either detect or
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rule out all magnetic seed eld with spectral index n >
−0:5 produced around or before the electroweak phase
transition. In fact, if LISA does not detect a gravity
wave background, the constraint anologous to Eq. (32)
for in  4 104sec yields
B < 10−20Gauss for all indices n > −0:5
for all mechanisms producing seed elds before or at the
electroweak phase transition.
The process of back-reaction is non-linear and from the
calculations presented here it is not clear in which way
the longer wavelengths relevant for the magnetic seed
elds but which do not contribute substantially to the
magnetic eld energy are aected by it. It may well be
that they are not signicantly damped.
We conclude that magnetic seed elds have to be pro-
duced relatively late, or after nucleosynthesis to evade
the discussed bounds. Our gravity wave bound is not
relevant for magnetic elds which are produced on sub-
horizon scales. But for a coherence length  > 0:1Mpc
to enter the horizon, this requires a temperature of cre-
ation T < 100eV. The only mechanism found so far which
could lead to seed elds is recombination, where large
scale coherent elds of the order of B  10−20 Gauss
can be induced by magneto-hydrodynamic eects, and
the dierence in the viscosity of electrons and ions [21],
a charge separation mechanism. Our work strongly con-
strains processes of quantum particle production (during
e.g. an inflationary phase) as origin for the observed
magnetic elds and favors more conventional processes
like charge separation in the late universe.
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